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The mainstay of the Roman republic's war machine was the manipular legion, a heavy infantry unit suitable
for close-quarter engagements on more or less any terrain, which was probably adopted sometime during the
Samnite Wars (343â€“290 BC). Despite its formidable strength, the legion had a number of deficiencies,
especially a lack of cavalry.
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The Roman army of the mid-Republic (also known as the manipular Roman army or the "Polybian army"),
refers to the armed forces deployed by the mid-Roman Republic, from the end of the Samnite Wars (290 BC)
to the end of the Social War (88 BC). The first phase of this army, in its manipular structure (290â€“ca. 130
BC), is described in detail in the Histories of the ancient Greek historian ...
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the logistics of the roman army at war (264 b.c. - a.d. 235) by jonathan p. roth brill leiden â€¢ boston â€¢
kÃ–ln 1999
THE LOGISTICS OF THE ROMAN ARMY AT WAR (264 B.C. - A.D. 235)
The Roman army is the military of ancient Rome, the forces used by the Roman Kingdom, Roman Republic
and later Roman Empire.Its infantry for much of its history, was the Roman legion.Rome also had a navy.
The size of the army in the late Roman Empire was about 128,000 â€“ 179,200 men. It was very well
organized.
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Rome:Total War - Traits Descriptions Trait Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 Level 6 Antitraits Culture
Aesthetic Lover of beauty ^Connoisseur Aesthete Austere Excl barbarian Anger Anger Unquenched Anger
Uncontrollable Rage Bloodhumour, Phlegmhumour ApicianRomanVice Gourmand ^Glutton Apician glutton
Roman, greek ArchitectSkill ^Draughtsman Architect Great Architect Ignorance Excl barbarian
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